
Pedal Power Versa
With an outrageous 13 isolated output
sections, Pedal Power Versa is the most 
versatile power supply made today. Now 
you can eliminate those noisy wall warts 
from your rig with a single solution. Versa 
can easily power all your 9-volt classics, 
plus today’s high-current effects including 
TC Nova, Eventide, Radial Tonebone, MXR, 
Electro-Harmonix, and many more. Two 
dedicated and isolated AC outputs can 
power everything from a MIDI footcontroller, 
to a Whammy, wireless unit or vacuum 
tube overdrive. Versa uses our exclusive 
low-noise toroidal transformers, and is 
isolated, filtered, regulated and short circuit 
protected. Sound better today and get the 

most advanced power supply ever made, Pedal Power Versa. Cables and detachable AC power cord included.

Pedal Power Iso•5
ISO•5 gives you the same pro performance as our larger Pedal Power units, but at a price

that won’t break the bank! With 5 completely isolated, regulated, and filtered output sec-
tions, you can power vintage stompboxes right along side high-current effects like the TC 

Nova or Eventide series. Plus with a dedicated 18V out, you can easily power all MXR 
series effects and many others. Unlike most small power supplies that use noisy digital 

switching, or wall warts with no isolation between outputs, ISO•5 uses our exclusive low-
noise toroidal transformer, and is short circuit protected just like Pedal Power 2 Plus and 

Versa! Cables and detachable AC power cord included.

GIGGIty
Giggity isn’t just an overdrive or boost pedal. With its unique Body and Air tone-shaping circuits,
Giggity can help you fine-tune your overall sonic footprint. Placed after your pedalboard and before 
an overly clean or sterile amp, you can add a little dirt, and thicken up the bottom by adding Body. 
Placed first in the signal chain, you can add a little Air and shimmer to a dull sounding guitar. 
Also features a 4-position tone/gain selector which allows you to pick the exact “amp” voice 
you’re looking for. Like all Voodoo Lab effects, switching is true bypass.
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sParkle drIVe Mod
Sparkle Drive MOD delivers all the overdrive tones of the original Sparkle Drive, but with a twist.
Using the MOD switch, you can select the stock 808-based circuit, or pick from 3 completely 
different custom modifications all in an instant! Whether you need more gain, tighter bass 
response, or a thick and searing lead tone, Sparkle Drive MOD can give it to you. Features also 
include a unique “clean” control that allows you to blend in a boosted direct signal restoring 
the attack and feel, and true bypass switching.

Pedal swItcher PX-8

Pedal Switcher PX-8 gives you 8 true bypass loops using the finest gold relays sealed in nitrogen. Now you can use all those great classic 
and modern stompboxes without destroying that pure “straight to amp” sound. PX-8 features a compact design saving you valuable 
pedalboard space, a TRS insert, buffered and passive inputs and convenient 9VDC operation. When controlled via MIDI, you can store 
preset combinations of pedals and recall them with a single footswitch.

Pedal swItcher PX-4
Pedal Switcher PX-4 gives you 4 true bypass loops using the 
finest gold relays sealed in nitrogen. Just like the larger PX-8, 
you can use all your vintage and modern stompboxes without 

destroying that pure “straight to amp” sound. PX-4 features an 
ultra compact design saving you precious pedalboard space 

and convenient 9VDC operation. When controlled via MIDI, you 
can store preset combinations of pedals and recall them with a 

single footswitch.


